AMKAI INTRODUCTION:
What is AMKAI:
AMKAI is Gramercy Surgery Center’s electronic charting system. All patient
information is either electronically entered, or scanned into the patients chart for a
complete patient file.
There are 2 different programs associated with AMKAI: AMKAI CHARTS and
AMKAI OFFICE.
Clinical charting will be completed in the AMKAI CHARTS
program and can be easily identified with the white “C” in the upper right corner of the
ICON
See below: The top icon next to the mouse, is the clinical portal for
patient charting. These icons are located on the computer desktop.

CHARTING:
After logging into AMKAI you will see this screen:

\
Click in the left hand side of the screen on the word: APPOINTMENTS (see highlight)
This will open your screen to the current day’s surgical schedule. This includes:
surgical time, patient name, procedure, MRN, and surgeon.

Once you have located your case, double click the patients name to “open” that chart. It
will look like this:

Each patients visit is a “blue chart”. If the patient has been here multiple times, you will
see multiple blue charts on this screen. The most recent visit will be at the top of the
screen. The date is located on the blue chart under the surgical case. Please check to make
sure you are documenting on the correct visit.
Click the “+” sign on the left side of blue ribbon (see in above picture) to open the chart
and view the “tabs” or different sections of the chart (see below). These are called
RIBBONS

REVIEW OF RIBBONS:
Ribbons that nursing are responsible for include:
-Consents/Attachments
- H&P (just needs to be signed by MD)
-Pre-Admit Questionnaire
-Pre-Operative
-Operative
-Recovery Nursing Record
-CPOE Worksheet (Doctors orders)
-Physician Review/Op-note
ALL Ribbons act the same way:
-complete to 100%
- RED * is required field
-To enter in information (medications, implants, tourniquet, pathology, etc) double
click the associated white box

-Nursing notes may be made by clicking nursing notes top middle page of each
ribbon.

CONSENT AND ATTACHMENTS:
Upon opening this ribbon you will see this screen (see below)
Nursing is required prior to entering the OR to obtain:
-Consent for surgical procedure
-HCG Urine test (for women 54 and younger who are menstruating for negative
test)
-Permission and Consent for Anesthesia (for patient receiving sedation. Local
cases do not need this)

When the consents are completed, it will be listed under the completed column.
Open the surgical consent tab: (see below)
You may type/edit the procedure in the box titled SURGICAL PROCEDURE
You must also list the Physician that is performing the procedure (double click in the
white box and scroll to choose the correct name, double click name for it to appear in
box).

You then must have the patient sign consent:
-Right click the white box in lower left hand screen where it says patient
-Box pops up click on SIGN and have the patient sign with the pad for electronic
signature
-To witness the consent, click the pencil on the box in lower right where it states
witness
-Click Physician Statement (under Clear All button) for physician to sign his
portion.
-click person icon instead of pencil icon for surgeon to sign
*SAME PROCESS FOR ANESTHESIA CONSENTS*

H&P:

The information from the pre-admit questionnaire will import to the H&P please make
sure the surgeon reviews this by clicking on the person icon and having him/her sign in
the highlighted area
PRE-ADMIT Questionnaire:
-Every ribbon questionnaire needs to be completed 100% (see percentage highlighted
below above question #1)
-As you answer the questions the percentage of completion will increase
-AMKAI is pre-programmed to default settings of WNL. Questions with a red * are
required to be filled out
- You may also complete the MED REC on this tab located right side of screen labeled
discharge instructions/medical reconciliation (see below where highlighted)
-Allergies may be listed in question #3, but also should be entered in the highlighted
portion shown at the top of the page
-As always nursing notes may be made in the nursing notes tab shown highlighted below

The Med Rec is displayed below:
-If patient doesn’t take medications then no home meds is marked
-If patient is on meds click the white box and search the medication list (see picture, click
All-ungrouped not Templates-only)
-Double click medication, Review meds up top by clicking clock, and witness below the
home med disclaimer by clicking the pencil

OPERATIVE RIBBON:
-

Remember to add in the operative ribbon the procedure and post-op
diagnosis
Counts can be entered in the counts tab on upper right hand column
TIME OUT is found on lower right hand column in red (must enter TIME
OUT before you may enter surgical incision start time)
Enter in staff under staff tab lower right
When transferring a patient click the “Transfer/Discharge” button on lower
right hand screen: then click the area (OR, Recovery, Discharge, ETC)

TIME OUT:

Click yes to all and sign by clicking the pencil

Transfer:

-When transferring a patient click the “Transfer/Discharge” button on lower right hand
screen: then click the area (OR, Recovery, Discharge, ETC)
- When clocking times in/out use clock icon to make sure all times match
Recovery:
-When you open the recovery ribbon you will see the first page for vitals
-You may enter vitals by double clicking in the white box

This is the screen that pops up to enter vitals.
You may enter pain in the highlighted area, or enter it as separate nursing note

You must then complete the worklist for recover in the next tab over shown below. Make
sure it’s 100%

DISCHARGE:
-When the patient is able to be discharged you click the discharge button in the bottom
right corner of the screen
-This page then appears:

-You will click Discharge to home or self care (routine)
-Discharge: normal
-You may add a nursing note under the discharge notes
-Click the pencil to electronically sign the record

